Participate in the UNIVERSITÉ PARIS-SUD INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL in Aeronautical Engineering and discover the outstanding research developed in the worldwide leading research centre of PARIS-SACLAY, together with the fabulous touristic environment of Paris, the city of lights.

- Practical training
- Lectures in English
- Industrial seminars and on-site visits
- French language courses and cultural activities

Contacts:

fiona.gerente@u-psud.fr
said.zouhdi@u-psud.fr
Scientific lectures

- Virtual reality
- Optical Fiber sensors
- New Composite Materials
- Embedded Networks
- Systems driving simulation

AROUND 25 CONTACT HOURS:

- Practical work
- Lab & company visits
- Small research projects
- Seminars (industry landscape etc.)

FEES:

3,750 € /student for 3 weeks (everything being covered except plane tickets)

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

French courses, visits in the Paris region, 14th July fireworks, day trips to historical and cultural attractions, shopping...